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IN I KODUCTION· A SENSE OF WONDER 
Gail Trechsel and David Moos 

On one of his notebook pages that bears the heading, "The Sketch of an Architect," Samuel Mockbee set out the 
parameters through which he defined his creative enterprise: 

I Moral Sense 
II Ability to Observe (truth) 
III Sense of Wonder (beauty) 1 

Linking ethical, social, and poetic realities would be Mockbee's fate. At the core of his being, and at the center of his 
thinking as an architect, was the drive for justice and a mutual respect for all human beings. Mockbee possessed the 
genial ability to express his moral principles and his ideals of fairness through the creation of buildings of profound 
beauty. The houses, community centers, churches, meeting pavilions, playgrounds, and other essential structures that 
he presided over at the Rural Studio both reflect and transcend their cultural context. Inflected by southern vernacular 
form, Mockbee's inventive design was infused with resourceful construction solutions and unique applications of 
salvaged, recycled, or reapplied materials. For Hale County, Alabama-a place synonymous with chronic definitions 
of poverty-Mockbee conceived of architecture as not merely entailing great design, but also encompassing an agenda 
of social transformation, an organic process of helping people by coming to know them. "What is required," Mockbee 
asserted, "is the replacement of abstract opinions with knowledge based on real human contact and personal realization 
applied to the work. "2 

Mockbee's notebooks also diagram his methodology for the Rural Studio, elucidating his belief that each component 
of the building process is intimately connected with every other. The new strategy that he and D. K. Ruth, chair of the 
department of architecture at Auburn University, devised for the teaching of architecture stemmed from a desire to 
make things better-within the discipline of architecture and beyond. They sought to develop a system of instruction 
that took the students out of the classroom of the university and thrust them into the classroom of the world. Second
year architecture students can elect to spend one quarter at the Rural Studio, working in a group of about fifteen, solving 
each aspect of what architecture is: from initially meeting with the client in order to determine needs and desires, to the 
preliminary creative and design phase, to the structural and engineering stage, and finally undertaking actual construc
tion. Fifth-year, or thesis students, spend an entire year working in teams of three or four undertaking projects from 
inception to completion. In this manner students develop deep working relationships (among themselves and with 
clients ), acquire a better understanding of teamwork and compromise, while learning that design and construction are 
a continuum. If the Rural Studio was initially concerned with providing houses for disadvantaged Hale County 
residents, it rapidly increased its scope to provide structures that have reinvigorated, indeed reimagined, the larger 
social environment. 

Mockbee's holistic vision of architecture as pedagogy and social activism developed incrementally. In the late-1970s, 
after he himself had graduated from Auburn University with a degree in architecture and was practicing in Canton, 
Mississippi, he began to be troubled by the inequities that still pervaded the South following the Civil Rights move
ment. The lingering awareness that his own life of opportunity was enabled at the expense of African-Americans in his 
community began to weigh on his conscience. An occasion to address this concern presented itself in the early 1980s 
through a Canton housing initiative that sought to renovate existing houses and provide new ones for needy families . 

' Samuel Mockbee, Notebook, 1996. The title page inscript ion gives the date of each notebook. In many cases Mockbee often later revised or added pages of writing and 
sketches. All Notebooks are courtesy of Jackie Mockbee and Family. 

' Randolph Bates, " Interview with Samuel Mockbee," in Mockbee Coker, Thought and Process, Lori Ryker, ed. (New York, Princeton Architectural Press, 1995), 99. 



As he participated in chis enterpri c which provided his first meaningful encounter with poor African-Americans, 
Mock ee gained essential insighr inro is ue of community, class, and race. He understood chat ignorance of "the 
other " and economi disparity rather than merely race, were the key characteristics that defined difference. Once 
Mockbee and those working closely with him crossed into the other world- or to use the phrase that came to symbolize 
the entry of Auburn students into the lives of Hale County residents, once they "stepped over the threshold" - mutual 
respect grew and preconceptions abated. 

Mockbee would sometimes illustrate lectures about the Rural Studio by showing a slide of a view of Greensboro, 
Alabama, taken in 1936 by Walker Evans. He would point out that, with the exception of one building that had 
burned down, the town looked just the same. He would then flash an image of the town taken in the 1990s. "What is 
sad about the two photographs," Mockbee would say, "is that in those sixty years not a damn thing has changed for 
some of our citizens and yet we still continue to believe things are getting better, but they are not .... " 3 The Rural 
Studio endeavored ro chan e this picrure. Ruch and Mo kbee selected Hale County, in the heart of Alabama 's Black 
Belt/ located over 100 miles from Auburn's campus because the majority of residems are mired in a cyc le of poverty 
that dates back ro Re on truction.' Here Jvlockbee could implement thee scnce of his own epiphany and on fer rhe 
ense of wonder rbar archit ecrure-in-a tion i apable of delivering. A Mockbee led hi rodents on the parh to becoming 

"citizen archirecrs, he defined through his own bumani tic and profoundly ideaUsti vision of responsibility the 
intersection of architecture with community. 

Mockbee's work at the Rural Studio is now internationally known. Following exhibitions at the Max Protetch Gallery, 
New York; the Contemporary Arts Center, Cincinnati; his posthumous i.nclu ion in the 2002 Whitney Biennial, New 
York; and the publication of Andrea Oppenheimer Dean's comprehensive, Rural tudio: Samuel M ockbee a11d an 
Architecture of Decency (2002), Mockbee's undertaking has entered mainso:eam consciousness. Whar- i often missing 
from rhe rorv o f "The Hero of Hale County" (as a fearnre in Architectural Record dubbed Mockbee in its title ), 
howevIT i che facr -char !\lockbee was a successful architect who, throughout most of the 1990s, continued to 
maimail'I his pa rtnership and professiona l practice with Coleman Coker in Memphis. In 1995, as the Rural Studio 
was gaining early maturity a monograph Mockbee Coker: Thought and Process, published by Princeton Architecture 
Press docume.ored the leek and ambitious private hou e that the firm specialized in. Indeed, the so-called Pickwick 
House located in hiloh Falls, Tennessee, was nor only fea tured on the cover of Architectural Record but also 
appeared in sei era I coffee-table volumes such as The New American House 2: Innovation in Residential Design and 
Construction (1997) and Modern Rouse 2 (2000). 

The strength of Mockbee's professional abilities makes his commitment to the Rural Studio all the more poignant. 
Mockbee was an architect who could easily have continued on a career path cater ing ro wea lth. diem . Instead, he 
cho e wirh Ernersonian idealism, to embark on an unrested project, ro make pedagogy the conceprual center of his 
practice. The kind of knowledge that lo kbee di covered with his srudcms in Ha le County can only be Lived. Bold is 
rhe idea of providing home for the disenfranchised residents of Hale County; more radical, however, is rhe commit
ment ro having undergraduate srudenrs as ume responsibility for the entire archi:recto.ral process. Boch chese moves 
define thee sence of empowerment, and it took grear courage for fockbee 1:0 pur ue his convi rions. Early on he 
knew what wa ar stake. 1D a 1994 notebook, rbe fronti piece, which ~fockbee inscribed using a quill pen and his 
finest grandiose script he inscribed the following: "Rural Srndio / Greensboro Alabama / January l994 / 'l will fight 
until I die against the cruelty of small ambition.' Anon. - (a friend of W. B. Yeats from his boyhood)." '' Such words, 

Quoted from Mocl<bee·s lecture, Ratu'}' Club of Birmingham, January 31. 2001. 
"The Black Bel!. 1151 a multicounty crESCent of ~phy named in the .,,,,,[y nineteenth cen\ury for r!s sol! but soon, and as requently, identified with i!s large African Arnerrcan 
popurallcn .... ln he 1850s t.~ 0 Black Belt of Alabama was one o. tt,e nchesl rei;,ons of plantaMJ1 slav01y in America, During-tile twnnlieth century. the em,r.ts of gen""' ons of 
soil erosion "'-lmbim,d with the ln•asiOn cf the boll wee<11! and the collapse of the ,;ott.on ma,ket all but destroyed t.e rc;:ion·s row c,ap fn rm,r,g, • ~ Allen Tullis. "'AlaDilm• 
Bound, Unbound." in Trudy w,1ner Stack. Cbnster,ber,y Re,:-onstrucrion, Tlte Arr.of 1'111/tam Christen/Jeny (Jacl<5on: Un;versiiy Prass or Mississippi. 1996), 14 
Tne twelve-county Black Belt of Alabama ran~ near the b011Dm o -the nadon In mOS! major stallstical cat,,gories such cS Poverty. Infant Deaths. Qualrty of Education and 
t-le.l\hcare. Births to Single Mo-lhers. Unemployment. and l.Jfe Expedancy. fc, a comprelrcnslve analysis. see lhe spec,,,/ 5er>es o, reJ)Ol1S "The Blaclt Be,t, Alab.a,na"s Thircl 
World. '" The Birrmngll/JI71 Nows, May 12. 2002, IA. llA-16A. 

,; Samuel Mockbee, Notebook, 1994. 
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the most audacious, innovative, and effective architecture program in the United States. 

This exhibition at the Birmingham Museum of Art began when Samuel Mockbee was initially engaged to mount 
what would become the major exhibition of his work with the Rural Studio. As dates were discussed and preliminary 
decisions made, the project acquired additional focus. Mockbee and the Rural Studio would make a proposal to 
improve the museum's outdoor sculpture garden by building a structure that would rebuff incessant noise from nearby 
Interstate 20. A rough model was built and preparatory thinking commenced. The sculpture garden project was to be 
the monumental built component of the exhibition. An exhibition tour would be organized, a catalog produced, and a 
great opening party would be given at the museum. 

Two projects preoccupied Mockbee as he lay dying in a hospital room in Jackson, Mississippi, late-December 2001. 
One was his submission to an exhibition of architects' responses to the World Trade Center attacks of September 11, 
2001; the other was a major building expansion of the Birmingham Museum of Art. Mockbee had recently agreed to 
take on this project and to make a proposal for what would have become his largest undertaking. The project-of 
expanding Alabama's premier art museum for the twenty-first century-appealed to him because it could exemplify 
the diverse motives of his imagination and intellect. In the final conversation Mockbee said that he would make an 
ambitious, challenging design proposal. "If you don 't like it," he said, preempting concessions, "we won't dance, 
no hard feelings." There are few words with which to capture the fact that Mockbee died at the true height of his 
creative powers, poised at the threshold of doing truly great deeds that could affect the course of a city, reshape an 
entire rural environment. 

This exhibition embodies our gratitude to Samuel Mockbee for the work that he did accomplish and the ingenious 
solutions he set in motion. His vision was durable as is amply evidenced by the projects featured in the Appendix of 
Rural Studio Projects 2001-2003 included in this publication and spanning the time since his death. Some of these 
most recent projects represent a new level of ambition and emphasis upon craftsmanship, attesting to the Rural 
Studio's ability to have built upon the strong foundation of Mockbee's germinal vision. Mockbee's creative breadth 
was protean: he circumscribed the scope of the Rural Studio's enterprise through painting, drawing, and poetry. These 
other media are abundantly represented in this exhibition and vividly portray the unique scope of his inspiration. His 
paintings are especially powerful renditions of the relationships that he shared with clients of the Rural Studio and 
of the attachment that he felt for Hale County-the verdant, at times mesmerizing landscape, almost overdetermined 
by its history. 

This exhibition would not have been possible without the substantial support of Altria Group, Inc. Additional support 
has been provided from the Comer Foundation, the Rich's Fund of the Federated Department Stores Founda tion, and 
the Graham Foundation. Special thanks are due Max Protetch and Josie Browne of the Max Protetch Gallery, New 
York. Jackie Mockbee and her family have loaned numerous paintings and the notebooks of Samuel Mockbee to this 
exhibition and for their willingness to do so we are grateful. Many of these works have never before been on view. 
Without the definitive photographs of Timothy Hursley and his willingness to accommodate our many requests, this 
publication would not have been possible. 

We are grateful to all contributors-fellow architects, students, artists, critics, friends of Sambo's (as he was known to 
those closest to him)-who answered our call for submissions. The varied appraisals and homages form a vivid tribute 
to an irreplaceable man. Each individual contribution elaborates upon an aspect of Mockbee, from his larger-than-life 
personality to the inclusive idealism that he implemented at the Rural Studio. Only such a multiplicity of perspectives 
can begin to adequately circumscribe the nuances of Mockbc:e's complex contribution to architecture. VRA has expertly 
fit the many pieces of this puzzle together and produced an excellent catalog. Finally, our thanks are due to Andrew 
Freear, the key collaborator who has made realization of this exhibition possible. Like the students who helped Andrew 
prepare for this exhibition and install it in our galleries, he incarnates the best of Mockbee-enthusiasm, innovation, 
and a true sense of wonder. ■ 
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Birmingham Museum of Art • 2000 Eighth Avenue North • Birmingham, Alabama 35203-2278 

Events and Programs for 

Samuel Mockbee 
and the Rural Studio 
Community Architecture 

Lecture 

Eye to I 
Snapshots from Birmingham, 

Alabama, circa 1 960 

Friday, October 3, 6:00 p.m., Steiner Auditorium 
'The Rural Studio: The Legacy of Samuel Mockbee," 

by Andrew Freear, Co-Director of the Rural Studio 

Members Opening 
Friday, October 3, 7;00 p.m., Terrace Cafe, Cash Bar 

Art Breaks 
Tuesday, October 7, 12:00 p.m., Lobby 
"Samuel Mockbee: The Architect as Painter," by David Moos, Ph.D., 

Curator of Modern and Contemporary Art 

Tuesday, October 28, 12:00 p.m., Lobby 
"Samuel Mockbee and the Rural Studio," by Cheryl Morgan, 

Professor and Urban Studio Director, Auburn University 
Center for Architecture and Urban Studies in Birmingham 

Day Trip to Hale County to see the Rural Studio 
Tuesday, November 1 8 • call 205.254.2070 for more information or to register 

Samuel Mockbee and the Rural Studio was organized by the Brrmingham Museum of Art and was made possible through the generous support of Altria Group. Inc 
Additional support has been provided by The Comer Foundation. the Rich'.s Fund of the Federated Department Stores Foundation. and the Graham Foundation 
Eye to I has been made possible through the support of the Comer Foundation, with additional support from the Alabama State Council on the Arts ' 
Images. left to right: The Harris /Butterfly) House. 1997 Samuel Mockbee /2001 Jin front of The Children of Eutaw Pose before Their Ancient Cabins. 1992 
Q Timothy Hursley Eye to I: Photos special to BMA exhibition 
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